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In a study of crystallography, Weiss [7] encountered the problem of finding an asymptotic 
expansion for the quadruple integral 
Q(A) =~v’2...&~‘2JO(+os cyI cos a2+cos Ly+os (yq]) d+..da,, 0 1) . 
where J,(X) is the Bessel function of the first kind o,f order zero. By using Neumann’s addition 
theorem [4, p.591 
s==-00 
and the identity [2, p.471 
he was able to show that 
Q(h) = (:.)2[~;(;x) + 2: (-l)‘p;,#$ (12) . 
I=1 
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q+,(X) = f’*J,f( X cos 0) de. (1 3) . 
0 
totic expansion for the one-dimensional integral (1.3) has recently been derived; see 
particular, it has been shown that 
(14 . 
+ W. Since the coefficient of the leading term (log h)/h is independent of v, it does not 
possible to obtain an asymptotic formula for Q( A) by simply substituting (1.4) into (1.2). 
The purpose of this paper is to derive an asymptotic expansion for Q(A) directly from the 
quadruple integral (1.1). Our approach is to first reduce the integral (1.1) to a one-dimensional 
finite Hankl transform by using a change of variables, and then derive an asymptotic expansion 
for this finite transform. Our method actually applies to many similar types of integrals. For 
instance9 we shall first consider the double integral 
DiX) =j’jlJ$W) /7;W dx dy, v’ -1. 
0 0 
(1% . 
-x 
Some of the results for this integral will be used in our construction of the asymptotic expansion 
for Q(A). By a simple change of variables, it is easily seen that the quantity inside the square 
bracket in (1.1) can be written in the form xy + tw; see (3.1). Both this and the argument xy of 
the Bessel function in (1.5) can be expressed as a difference of squares. This motivates us to 
include, as a further example, the derivation of an asymptotic expansion of the triple .integral 
T(X)=$j&Jv(A[z2-x2 .Y’])+, y, z) dx dy dz, v> -1, 0 6) . 
where cp is a P-function of rapid decrease at infinity and a is the cone ((x, y, z): X’ + y2 < z2 
and ~20). 
In (l-5), we make the change of variables 
t=xy and s=y. 
Clearly 
a(& s) =y x= I I ah, Y) 0 I Yv 
and the double integral D(X) becomes 
D(X) = j’h(r)l(At) dt, 
0 
where 
(2 1) . 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) . 
(2 4) . 
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To obtain the asymptotic expansion of the finite Hankel transform in (2.3), we need the behavior 
of h(t) near both endpoints t= 
variables 1 - s2 = u and (I 
0 and t = 1. First note that upon making successive changes of 
= (1 - t2)t in (2.4), we have 
(2 5) . 
from which it is easily seen that h(t) is an infinitely differentiable function in (0, l] and the 
left-hand derivatives of h(t) at t = 1 of all orders can be readily calculated. Next we observe that 
the first integral in (2.4) is the Mellin convolution of the function 
with itself, where x lo,lI( t) is the characteristic function of the interval [0, 1], i.e., 
h(t) = (g * g)(t) = /mg(s)g(t.s-‘)s-’ ds. 
0 
This observation motivates the proof of the following result. 
Lemma 1. As t + O+, we have 
00 
h(t) - c (a, + b, log t)t2s, 
s-o 
where 
J, being the logarithmic r-function, and 
b,= - 
(s!yP& + 4) l 
Proof. The Mellin transform of a locally integrable function on (0, 00) is defined by 
M[f;z] = ~=+f(t) dt, 
when the integral converges. Using the beta function integral, it is easy to show that 
(2 6) . 
(2 7) . 
(2 8) . 
(2 9 . 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Since h(t) = (g * g)(t), the Mellin transform of h is the square of the Mellin transform of g; see 
[9, p.1511. Thus 
r2( iz) 
M[h;z] =+rr 2 1 I- [z<z+1)1 l 
By the inversion formula [9, p.1511, 
h(t) = &$+i*t-z vr2(iz) 
c-i00 4P[;(z + l)] dz, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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c s 0. The integrand in (2.14) has poles at z = 0, - 2, -4,. . . , and the vertical line of 
tion can be shifted to the left. From the Cauchy residue theorem, it follows that 
where 
(2.16) 
ast-,O+ and2 < d < 2N + 2. The o-estimate in (2.16) follows from a generalization of the 
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma given in [4, p.731. We now recall the Laurent expansion [l, 51.171 
r( )=~[~+~(s+l)+O(.+.)], z 
. 
from which it is easily calculated that 
‘Irr2(+r) 
t-= 4r2[f(I + lJl : z = -2s = (a, + b, log t)t2s, 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
where 4, and bS are the constants given by (2.9) and (2.10). A combination of (2.15), (2,16) and 
(2.18) gives the required result (2.8). 0 
An akmative way of deriving the expansion (2.8) is to use the results in [lo]. Since h = g * g, 
bvTheoremlandLemma7wehave 
h(t)= y(-qS( Sf)+ * g+ n&-l)S( s’)g * T2s+O(t2n log t) (2.19) 
s=o s=o 
as t-,0+. where 
g * P =A_2S[g;-2s]t2S, (2.20) 
e A_,[g;-2s] -(-1)” (2.21) 
and 
A_,[g;-2s] = lim M[g;z] -$v 2 
1 
- 
t+ -2s . q-s+;) z+h 
6 (-1)” 1 I-- 
2 s! q-s+i) [~(s+l)-~(-s+9)1; 
(2.22) 
cf. (2.12) and (2.17). For the order estimate in (2.19), see also the explanation given in [lo, p.9471. 
Expansion (2.8) now follows from substituting (2.20)-(2.22) in (2.19). 
We are now ready to state a result of Soni [S], which is immediately applicable to the integral 
(2.3). Let f(t) be an infinitely differentiable function in the interval 0 6 t < a with an asymptotic 
expansion of the form 
f(t) - g ta*PS(log t), t + o+, 
s=o 
(2.23) 
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where P,(w) is a polynomial of degree m = m(s), and {as} is an increasing sequence tending to 
infinity. For every n > 1, we write 
n-l 
.ftr) = s~ot”s?_sOog f, +f,Cr)~ 
and assume that 
fJfn(i)(f) =o(r==q1og t)“‘“‘), t +o+, 
for every j 2 0. Let p be an arbitrary fixed positive integer, and let n be the largest nonnegative 
integer such that 
ar,-l<p+f. (2.24) 
Sotis result states that 
HO s=o 
provided that a0 + Y > - 1, where 
and 0, and ZB are the differential operators defined by 
respectively. It is easy to show that 
k=l 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
and 
D,[d(a,)x-ar-‘] =A(a,)[log2+&(~a,+tv+f) +&(+-$x,+5) 
-log x] x-u*-l 
(2.28) 
D;[n(aJx-=q 
=A(~,)([log2+t~~~u,+fv+:)+t~(tv-fa,+f)]2 
+ [$#(&$ + QV + +) - &‘(fY - $a, +.;)I 
-2[log 2 + &( $Ys + QY + 3) + ;#(+V - +a, + :)I log x 
+ (log x)2)x-=? 
If the upper limit in (2.25) is infinite and if 
f(j)(t) =0(+-j-e), t + m, 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
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r everyj=o, l,... and for some e > 0, then the second series in (2.25) vanishes and we have 
*f(t)Jp(xt) dt = n~‘~(o.)[a(~~~x-a~-‘j + 0(x-P-;), 
s-0 
(2.31) 
as x + QCI, where p and n satisfy the relation (2.24). The last result can of course be rewritten as 
=f(t)J$xt) dt= ~~‘p(9)[a(4,,-,-l] +O(x-a”-l(log x)“‘(~)), 
x=0 
(2.32) 
x-,0o,foreveryN>,l. 
In the case of (2.3), we have a = 1, x = X and f(t) = h(t), where h(t) is given by (2.8). Thus, 
S=2sand P,(w)=a,+b,wfors=O.1,2,.... From (2.5) and (2.27), it is easily computed that 
c, =~~.Since a0=210g2and bO= - 1, couphng (2.25) and (2.28) gives 
D(X)= [log2--#(jv+ f) +log x]x-‘+ +tJl(h)h--’ +o(X-‘/~) (2.33) 
In (l.l), we first make the change of variables x = cos a,, y = cos a2, t = cos a3 and 
w = cos a,. This yields 
(3 1) . 
otivated by (2.1), we make the further change of variables 
s=xy+zw, t=xy, u=x 9 v . =W (3 2) . 
ote that for (x, y, z, w) in the unit cube, s runs between 0 and 2, while t runs between 0 and s 
ifO~s~l~or,s;incenu~1,~tw~s-l~d1ifs~1.Sincet=xy=uyandyg1,forf~~ 
twehaveu running between t and 1. Similarly, since s -t=zw=zvandt~l,forfixedsand 
t wehave v running between s - t and 1. From (3.2), it is also easily computed that 
a(& t, u, v) 
Hence, we obtain 
QW = /‘(j*j’ h(w dv du dt ds 
0 0 I s-t (M/m/l - [(s - t),]‘G7)uv 
(3 3) . 
dv du dt ds 
(\II/iqQ#/l- [(s - t)/$ rll)uv l 
\ 
(3 4) . 
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The iterated integral with respxt to du du can be written as 
I )I &i7/1 -;;s-- t),l$)u - 1 
The first factor of this product is simply the function h(t) defined in (2.4), and the second factor 
is h(s - t). Consequently, (3.4) is reduced to 
Q(A) = jdJ,(hs)&i(r)h(s - t) dt ds + ~2Jo(k)j~‘rh(t)h(s - t) dt ds. (3.5) 
Since h(t) = 0 for t > 1 in our case, the last two integrals can be combined, and we get 
Q(x) = i2J0(k)fi(l)+ t) dt ds. (3.6) 
We shall define 
k(t) = fh(+r)h(‘- 7) dr, (3.7) 
so that the iterated integral in (3.6) becomes the one-dimensional finite Hankel transform 
Q(X) = i2k( t)&( At) dt. (3.8) 
We now proceed to derive the asymptotic expansion of k(t) as t --, O+. First we recall that the 
convolution of two locally integrable functions f and g on 10, co) is defined by 
(f l g)(r) = [ht - d&) 67. (3 -9) 
0 
The convolution defined in (3.9), and used in (3.10)-(3..13), arises naturally in the Laplace 
transform theory and diflers from that defined in (2.7). In terms of this convolution, (3.7) can be 
written as 
k(t) = (h * h)(t). 
Using the beta integral formula [I, p.91, it is easily seen that 
(3.10) 
t” * f = rb + WY + 1) p+v+1 
qj&+V+2) 
(3.11) 
whenever p > - 1 and Y > - 1. Upon differentiation with respect to cc, (3.11) gives 
t’(log t) * t” = 
r(j&+ 1)I++ 1) 
r(/&+V+2) 
{[~(~+l~k~(~+Y+2)] +1ogt)t’+‘+‘. 
(3.12) 
A corresponding formula results for P * t’(log t). By the same reasoning, we also have 
t’(log t) * t’(log t) = 
I-(/.& + l)zy v + 1) 
r(P+ y + 2) [“(B, V) + q/k, V) log c + log21]t’+‘+‘, 
(3.13) 
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a(& Y)=[~(P+1)-rc,(P+~+2)1[~(~+1)-~(cc+~+2)1 --~‘(P+~+2) 
(3.14) 
and 
6(& t’)=~(~+l)+~(Y+l)--~(~+Yi-2). (3.15) 
Sttbstituting (2.8) in (3.10) and carrying out the convolutions term-by-term, it is easily shown 
that 
k(t) w i (A, + B, log t + c, log2t)P+t, (3.16) 
s=o 
as t --, O*, where the coefficients A,, B, and C, can all be expressed explicitly in terms of the I’- 
and the $&unctions. The first set of coefficients is given by 
A, = (2 log 2)” + 4 log 2 + (2 - ia’), B. = -4 log 2 - 2, C,=l_ (3.~7) 
To the integral (3.8). we can now apply the result in (2.25) with a = 2, x = X, Y = 0 and f(t) 
replaced by k(t). Thus, in (2.23), we have cr, = 2s + 1 and PS( w) = A, + B,w + C,w*. Recall that 
& =(-l)“m!(r+m)+higher-orderterms (3.18) 
and 
#(r) = - & + JI( ~lt + 1) + higher-order terms. (3.19) 
The first equation is obtained by expanding sin Ott and I’(1 - z) in the identity r(r)r(l - z) = 
q&in ~z into Taylor series near z = --m. The second equation is the Laurent expansion of G(z) 
given in [l, p-47, equation (12)]. From (3.18) and (3.19), it follows that 
and 
444 = (z :,,* + Constant + o(1) 
&W(f) +(z)1],_-,=2(-1)“+‘~(~+ W. 
Consequently, we obtain from (2.26), (2.28) and (2.29) 
N4)~-0*-114-2s+~ = 0, o,[A(a,)x-a~-‘]Ia,_21+, = (-1)S+122s(s!)2h-2s-2, 
and 
D,z[A(a,)~-aS-‘l ]*,,_2S+, = ( -1)“+‘2*“+1(s!)2[log 2 + #(s + 1) - log x] h-2s-* 
for s=O, 1,2 ,... . Soni’s result in (2.25) then gives 
Q(X) = - [B, + 2CJlog 2 - y) - 2c* log h]X-’ + c,J,(2X)P + c&(2X)X-* 
+0(X 
-2-l/2 
19 (3.20) 
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where y is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and B,, Co are given explicitly in (3.17). The 
coefficients cl and c2 are defined by (2.27) with v = 0, u = 2 and j(t) replaced by k(t). Since 
h(t) = 0 for t > 1, (3.7) becomes 
k(t) = /’ h(T)h(t - r) d7 
t-l 
for t near 2, from which it follows that 
lim k(t) =O. 
t+2- 
By Leibniz’s rule, 
k’(t) = /’ h(+r)h’( t+dr-h(t-l)h(l). 
t-l 
Thus, we also have 
lim k’(t) = -h2(1) = +n2. 
t42- 
Consequently 
Cl = 0, c2 = $lr2* (3.21) 
Inserting (3.17) and (3.21) in (3.20) gives 
Q(A) = 2[log 2 + (1 + y) + log A] x-2 + +r2j2i2h>x-’ + o( x-2-1’2), (3.22) 
which is quite different from the asymptotic formula that one would obtain from the first term in 
(1.2) by using (1.4). 
4. The triple integral T(h) 
By using the method of resolution of multiple integrals [9, p.2801, the integral (1.6) can be 
reduced to the one-dimensional Hankel transform 
T(X) = j-f (t)J#d dt, 
0 
(4 1) . 
where f(t) is the surface integral 
fft)=jjr, IvPl 
dx, Y, ‘) dS (4 2) . 
with P(x, y, z) = z2 - x2 - y2, rt = ((x, y, z): P( x, y, z) = t, z > 0) and dS being the surface 
element of the hyperboloid z2 - x2 - y2 = t. Using polar coordinates, we can rewrite (4.2) more 
explicitly as 
f(t) = ~jm/Zwq+cOs 8, r sin 8, /ZT) 
0 0 
de dr. (4 3) . 
Since 43 is rapidly aecreasing [9, p.2661, f(t) satisfies the condition given in (2.30). 
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To the pymptotic expansion of f(t) as t + 0+, one may attempt to proceed directly 
from However, one will quickIy find out that this procedure encounters formidable 
difficulty. herefore we proceed in a different direction. Consider the Mellin transform 
[ f;s] = j?-y(t) dt, (4 4) . 
0 
is clearly analytic in the half-plane Re s > 0. Again by the method of resolution of 
tipIe integrals, (4.4) can be written as 
-y2)?p(x, y, z) dx dy dz, (4 9 . 
where 9 is the cone ((x, y, 9): t2 - x2 - y2 
the entire region 2’ - x2 - y2 
>, 0 and z 2 0). If the integration domain in (4.5) is 
>, 0, instead of just the upper half, then (4.5) can be viewed as the 
action of the generalized function Pt on the test function Q>, with X = s - 1 and P being the 
quadratic form z2 -x2 - y2; see [3, p.2531. In what follows, we shah show that the Mellin 
can be anaIyticaIIy continued to a meromorphic function with simple poles at 
s=O, -1, -2 ,... and s= -3, -2, -$ ,... . Our method is a modification of that given in [3, 
Chapter III, 52.21. We include it here for three purposes: (i) to justify some of the incomplete 
arguments given in the above reference, (ii) to avoid the concepts of regularization of divergent 
integrals and delta functions associated with quadratic forms, and, most importantly (iii) to 
correct an error in that reference which is not easily detected (see the remark following Lemma 2 
below). 
Returning to the integral in (4.9, we first introduce the cylindrical coordinates 
X=rCOS8, y=rsin8, z=z, 
which gives 
M[f;s] = $~(~~-r~)~~*~(z, r)r dr dz, 
with 
#(z, r) = 12-T(r cos 8, r sin 8, z) de. 
0 
ext we make the change of variables u = t2 and u = r2 so that (4.6) becomes 
[f;S] = ~~m~u(u-v)s-*~l(u, v)u-‘/2dv du, 
#Ju, v) =J,(dL 6) =#(z, r). 
Fmally we make the substitution v = ut. This yields 
M[ f;s] = :jrn~~-~/~j’ 
0 0 
(1 - t)S-l#I(u, ut) dt du. 
set 
@(s, u) = ; 
/ 
*(I - t)S-l#l(u, ut) dt. 
0 
(4 6) . 
(4 7) . 
(4 8) . 
(4 9) . 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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Clearly, @(s, u) is analytic in s for Re s > 0. Coupling (4.10) and (4.11), we have 
M[ f;s] = /~u”-‘~~@(s, u) du. 
0 
(4.12) 
The function $r( u, ut) can be expanded into a finite Taylor series at t = 1 plus a remainder. 
Thus 
Il/r(u, ut) = t (-l)‘~(u)(l -t)&+ R,(u, t) 
k=O 
(4.13) 
for every nonnegative integer IV, where 
(4.14) 
and 
R,(u, t) = 0((1 - t)N+l} as t + l-. (4.15) 
Since q~ is rapidly decreasing, the O-symbol holds uniformly for all u. Inserting (4.13) in (4.11), 
and integrating term-by-term gives 
@(s, u) = 2 qf$$ + fj’(l - t)?tN(U, t) dt. 
k=O 0 
(4.16) 
The last term in (4.16) is analytic for Re s > -lV - 1. Consequently, this equation extends 
Q(s, u) to a meromorphic function in Re s> -IV- 1 with simple poles at s=O, -1, -2,..., 
-IV. Since N is arbitrary, we conclude that @(s, u) can be extended to a meromorphic function 
in the entire plane with simple poles at s = 0, - 1, - 2,. . . , - k, . . . . From (4.16), we also have 
R_sk@b, u) (-Qk = Ta&(u) = - ut) 
S= I r=l’ (4.17) 
We now examine the behavior of I/J+, ut) near u = 0. From (4.7) and (4.9), it follows that 
#,(u, ut) = / 
2lr 
q&6 ws 8, J;Tfi sin 8, &i) d8. (4.18) 
0 
By Taylor’s theorem, 
cp(x9 YV 2) = c Cij&XiYjZk + E,(x, Y, Z) (4.19) 
O<i+ji-k<N 
for every nonnegative integer IV, where 
c- . 1 ai+-qF+kT l/k = i!j!k! axiayjazk (0,090) 
and 
xiy jzk ai+j+kp, 
E,(X, Y, Z)= c - i! j!k! axiayjazk (L 79 09 
i+j+k=N+l 
(5, q, {) being a point on the line segment joining (0, 0,O) to (x, y, z). Since 
(4.20) 
(4.21 j 
J 
2lr 
ws’19 sinj6 de = 0 
0 
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n either i or j or both are odd, and since 
E&v sin99 de = 2 
r(m + $)r(n + +) 
(m+n)! ’ 
,( t-4, ut) = C a,( t)zP2 + 0( u(N+1)/2) as u --) 0+, (4.22) 
I-O 
where the O-term is uniform with respect to t in [0, l] and 
al(t)=2 C C2m.2n,k 
r(m + !b)r(n + i) tm+n 
(m + n)! 
. 
2m+2n+k=I 
Furth~more9 we have from (4.11) 
N 
where 
MS) = C2m.2n,k 
2m+~+&=,S(S+1)gg.(S+m+n) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
r(n + $)r(m + +) 
2 (4.25) 
andtheremain der 9$(s, u) is a meromorphic function in the entire plane with simple poles at 
s = 0, - 1, -2,. . . and is 0( u@‘+‘~“~) for small values of u. 
Returning to (4.12), we write 
[ f;s] = ~1us-‘/2@(s, u) du + /*us-“%(s, u) du. 
1 
(4.26) 
The second integral on the right-hand side exists for afl values of s except s = 0, - 1, - 2,. . . , 
and is a meromorphic function in the plane with simple poles at these points. In the first integral 
in (4.26), we replace @(s, u) by its expansion (4.24). This gives 
/ 
1 N 
u=-?D(s, 
0 
u) du- c j!&(s) 
1 
I=0 s+&kji 
+ [1us-i/2 
JO 
$,(s, u) du. (4.27) 
The last integral exists for Re s > - @/ - 1. The terms under the summation sign are meromor~ 
phic functions with finite number of simple poles at zero, negative integers and negative 
halfA.ntegers; ee (4.25). Since N is arbitrary, equation (4.27) extends the function defined for 
Res>- 4 by the first integral on the right-hand side of (4.26). Thus, the Mellin transform 
[f;s] is extended to the entire plane. 
The residue of M[ f;s] at half integers, say s = 
and (4.27), and we have 
-p - 4, can be easily calculated from (4.26) 
Res 
.S= _p+ 
Wf 4 = 132,<s)ls_ _p_l,2’ (4.28) 
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From (4.25), it follows that 
Res ~[f;s] = z (-1) 
m+n+l 
CZnl.2n.21 
s= -p-1/2 m+n+l=p (P+~)(p-~~-~-(p+f-m-n) 
Putting p = 0 and p = 1, we obtain from (4.20) 
Res ~[f;s] = -q(O, 0,O) 
s--1/2 
and 
Res s= -3/2 M[f;sl = h+Pxx +9yy - 9&)(0,0,0). 
211 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
In general, the residues of M[ f;s] at negative half-integers are continuous linear function& of 
the rapidly decreasing function 91, concentrated on the vertex of the cone, x =y = z = 0; cf. (3, 
p.254, last two lines]. 
TO calculate the residue of M[ f;s] at negative integers, say s = -p, we write 
@$u) 
@(& u) = s+p + @iq(s, u), (4.32) 
where @$s, u) is analytic at s = -p. From (4.16) and (4.14), we have 
$(u)= qL*(u)= $&[&(u, W)ll . (4.33) . r=l 
Since the expansion (4.22) can be differentiated any number of ‘ties with respect to t, @J u) has 
the asymptotic expansion 
@j(u) = $J& 5 @)(1)&2 + o( u(N+l)12) as u -_) 0+ (4.34) 
l I-O 
for any integer N z 0, where q(t) is given in (4.23). Furthermore, since the degree of the 
polynomial q(t) is i( I - 1) when I is odd, it follows from (4.23) that 
a$$)_r( t) = 0, 
i.e., the term UP-~/~ is absent from the expansion (4.34). For s > - i, (4.32) gives 
M[ f;S] = &/O*U’-‘~~@~(U) du -!. j?8-1/2@P(s, u) du. (4.35) 
0 
Each of the two integrals on the right-hand side defines an analytic function in Re s > - i. By 
the same analytic continuation argument used for @(s, u) and M[f;s] above, it can be shown 
with the aid of (4.34) that these functions can also be extended to meromorphic functions in the 
entire plane. Since the expansion (4.34) does not contain the term u~-~/‘, s = -p is not a pole 
of the first integral on the right of (4.35). (This agrees with our earlier remark that M[ f;s] has 
only simple poles at the negative integers.) Also because of this, it follows from (4.32) that the 
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term &p_,(s)vp-*fl in the expansion (4.24) of @(s, u) must be in the series expansion of 
QJ(s, u). Consequently we may write 
$(S, u) = &P-~(S)UP-“* +A,(& U), (4.36) 
where A,(s, II) is analytic for s near -p and has an asymptotic expansion of the form 
A,(& u) - &Wfl as U--,0+. (4.37) 
1-0 
The summation sign C’ in (4.37) excludes the term I = 2p - 1. For Re s > - f, we have 
I 
1 
0 
u~-‘~~$,(s, u) du- a,_,(~)& + /1uS-1Y2A,(~, U) du. 
0 
(4.38) 
By analytic continuation, this equation holds also in the rest of the domain of analyticity, and so 
does 
I 
w 
0 
u~-~~@Js, u) du=&+_,(+ + j1u”-1/2A,(s, u) du 
0 
+ I 1ous-1/2q(s, u) du. (4.39) 1 
Since $(s, u) is analytic near s = -p (see (4.32)), th e t wo integrals on the right of (4.39) are 
analytic near s = -p. Coupling (4.353 and (4.39), we obtain 
(4.40) 
The integral in (4.40) denotes not only its value when the integral exists but also its analytic 
continuation (see [9, p-153, Theorem SD. 
When p = 0, the sum in (4.25) is empty and we have ,S_Js) = 0. Hence a combination of 
(4.40), (4.33) and (4.18) gives 
f$W[f;s] = :$%-& cos 8, z sin 8, z) de dz. 
(Here a change of variable z = u”* has been made.) For p = 1, we have from (4.25) 
M-1) = - &&(O, 0, O), 
and from (4.18) and (4.33) 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
@l(U) = - ;G j2”[9x(fi cos 8, hi sin 8, hi) cos 8 
0 
+cp,(~ COS, J;; sin 8, hi) sine] de. 
Since the integrals of cos 8 and sin 8 over the interval [0,2n] are zero, G1( U) = O(u) near u = 0 
and the integral 
/ 
=b-1~2@l(u) du = 
0 
- i/,mu-l%‘[ (~,(di ws 8, J;; sh e, fi) ~0~ e 
+~~(hi cos 8, dG sin 8, 6) sin e] de du 
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exists. Furthermore, since the Cintegral is O(r/;;) near u = 0, after a change of variable z = uifl, 
integration by parts gives 
/ 
*u-~-~/~@~( u) du = :/mlog z/ 
2ll a r 
0 0 
o i&px(zcos6,zsiIle,z)cose 
+cp,(z cos 8, z sin 8, z) sin tl] d6 dz. 
(4.43) 
Inserting (4.42) and (4.43) in (4.40), we obtain 
Res M[f;s] = 
-1 - flmp,(O, 0,O) S- 
+:jomlog z$“&!Jz cos 8, z sin 8, z) cos 8 
+tp,,(z cos 8, z sin 8, z) sin “] de dz. (4.44) 
Summarizing, we have the following lemma. 
I.HESI~ 2. The Mellin transform M[ f;s) defined in (4.4) can be analytically continued to a 
meromorphic function in the entire s-plane with simple poles at 
s=o, -;, -1, -Q, -2, -3, . . . . 
De residue of M[f;s] at s = -p - 4 is a functional concentrated on the vertex of the cone 
zz =x2 -I- y2, z 2 0, whereas the residue of M[f;s] at s = -p is a sum of two functiona& one 
ccncentrated on the surface of the cone and the other on its vertex. 
mere is a slight discrepancy between the above result and that given in [3, p.2551, where the 
second term in (4.40) is missed out in the calculation. 
Returning to (4.4), we now apply the MeIlin inversion formuIa [9, p.1511 and obtain 
f( ) 
1 
t =zi / 
c+imt-SM[ f;s] ds, (4.45) 
c-ice 
where c is a positive number. To justify this, we make use of (4.15). From (4.14), it is evident hat 
each ak(u) is a P-function on (0, WJ) and of rapid decrease at infinity. Note that ak(u) is 
actuahy a function of fi. Hence differentiation of this function introduces inguIarities at the 
origin. However, the integrals produced by successive integrations by parts remain convergent, 
and consequently 
/ 
00 
us-‘/2a,(u) du = O(P) as Im s + f 00, 
for k = 0, 1: 2,. . . and for all p 2 1. From (4.13), we have 
R&V 0) =!ki(% 0) - t (-l)ka,(u) 
k-0 
from which it follows that RN( u, 0) is also a P-function of rapid decrease. Again by 
integration by parts, 
J ‘(1 - t)S-lRN(u, t) dt 0 = ;R,(u, 0) + 5/‘(1- t)‘$R,(u, t) dt. 0 (4.47) 
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last integral is convergent at t = 0; cf (4.13)). From (4.13) and (US), 
$R&, t)=O((l-t)N} as t-,1-. 
the last term in (4.47) is analytic for Re s > -A! - 1, and is a C’Vunction of rapid 
in U. Therefore we may retite (4.47) as 
‘(1 - t)S-lRN(u, t) dt = +E,(., s), (4.48) 
where E,( u, s) is a rapidly decreasing P-function in u and is analytic in s for Re s ) -N - 1. 
This, coupled with (4.16), gives 
@( 
-s+k + +,(u, s). (4.49) 
an argument similar to that for (4.46), 
I 
*u’-~~E~(u, s) du=O(s-p) asIm s- koo, (4.50) 
for all p 2 Y. Substituting (4.49) in (4.12), we obtain from (4.46) and (4.50) M[fis] = O(0), as 
Im s -, i: ocp, for all p >, 1. This not only justifies (4.45), but also allows the vertical line of 
integration Re s = ctobeshiftedtoRes=-N-&SforanyO<~<~.ByLemma2andthe 
Cauchy residue theorem, 
2N+l 
f(t)= G .,t'~2iO(tN+"2+8) as t--,0+, (4.51) 
I-O 
where 
at= Res M[f;s]. 
5=--i/2 
(4.52) 
The asymptotic expansion of the triple integral T(X) in (1.6) is now obtained from (4.1) and 
(2.31) with x= A. a,= +I and the polynomial P,(W) being the constant al. Consequently, we 
have 
r(+ + fv+ Sl) 
T(M - E a,2’/2 r(j + + _ Sr) A-“2-‘9 
I=0 
(4.53) 
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